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2.6.1: Program outcomes, program specific outcomes

KANNADA:
PSO: On successful completion of the program, the students will be accurate both in oral and
written communication as they will be strong in grammar and its usage.
CO:
To acquire a sound comprehension of literary, societal, cultural, biographical, historical
background of greatest writings literature and by reading dramas and one act plays, they can become
good actors and one can become good orator.
ENGLISH:
PSO: On successful completion of the program, the students will be accurate both in oral and
written communication as they will be strong in grammar and its usage and they express a thorough
command of English and its linguistic structures.
CO:
To improve the vocabulary of English and competency for business English. Use of language
lab/ English learning tools are encouraged and lot of listening practice, reading and understanding
exposure should give to students.
HINDI:
PSO: As they are practicing translation from Hindi to English and English to Hindi, they can
become translator in many central government offices.
CO:
By reading and observing Drama’s and One Act Play’s, they can become good actors. By
having good communication skills and command over language, one can becomes good speaker.
ECONOMICS:
PSO: Economists are vital in helping predict and study responses to changes in policy and market
situations an important skill in today’s changing business environment.
CO:
on completion of degree, students get lot of knowledge about different concepts like National
Income, Production Factors, Planning Commission, public policies, personal choices, Budget Control,
Reforms, Pricing Decisions, Different types of costs etc.

HISTORY:
PSO: Promoting the acquisition of historical knowledge and critical thinking, reading, writing and
research skills.
CO:
Upon successful completion of this history degree program, students should be able to
demonstrate competency in the vital skills of historical explanation, discernment and synthesis.
SOCIOLOGY:
PSO:

The ability to understand, analyze and develop the social policies for the social development.

CO:
The newly emerged patterns of social change continue to alter our life, making the effective
application of social analysis in solving problems of inequalities, human organizations and justice at a
local and global level.
POLITICAL SCIENCE:
PSO: students should possess the knowledge, skills and attributes during the end of the degree
which helps them to render services in different fields throughout India.
CO:
on completion of B.A. Degree in political science, students get lot of knowledge about
different concepts like Rights and Duties, Democracy Principles, Cabinet Formation etc.
COMMERCE
PSO: The students should posses the knowledge, skills and attributes during the end of the B.Com.
Degree course. By virtue of the training, they can become an Manager, Accountant, Management
Accountant, Cost Accountant, Bank Manager, Auditor, Company Secretary, Stock Agents, Importer,
Exporter, Warehouse Manager, Owner Of Transport Company, Income Tax Officer, Self
Employment, Chartered Accountant, LIC Agent, Development Officer etc.
CO:
students get lot of knowledge about different subjects like Financial Accounting, Management
Accounting, Business Law, Cost Accounting, Income Tax, Corporate Accounting, Auditing, Industrial
Relations, Service Marketing, Financial Management, Human Resource Management, etc.

